Spy vs Spy

What you need to know about the Sisyphean struggle between hackers and their opponents

By Lewis Kelly
Has Sony been hacked this week?

Odds are pretty good the answer is “yes.” Earlier this summer Sony suffered 20 hacks in 60 days. The blog HasSonyBeenHackedThisWeek.com tracks the ongoing and evidently futile struggles of the multinational electronics giant against online intruders.

At least Sony doesn’t stand alone in that regard – the list of those recently hacked runs from Bethesda and BioWare to the U.S. Senate, Bank of America and the C.I.A.

On top of more conventional signs of the apocalypse like volcanic eruptions and earthquakes and Rebecca Black, 2011 has been filled with more high-profile hacks than a News of the World office party. No one, not even digital security firms like HBGary and RSA, can protect themselves.

What gives? Widespread Internet use began over a decade ago and digital security consultants started getting work even before then. Why can’t anyone, even self-described security experts, keep online criminals out of their business?

“Anyone who says you are secure is lying,” says Brad Haines. “They just haven’t found the holes yet.”

Haines, who goes by the handle “Renderman” online, works as a computer security consultant in Edmonton. He describes digital security as an arms race with the advantage perpetually granted to the attackers. “The technical skills are a lot harder on the defense side,” he says. “You have to be right every time. The attackers only have to be right once.”
Haines makes it his business to be right every time - he even relishes it. “I take it as a personal challenge when I’m securing a system,” he says. “I’m always thinking about it.” Not that he expects he’ll never be hacked, but he’s good enough to make his living keeping unscrupulous web surfers out of places they shouldn’t be.

Kevin Cardwell, a former member of the U.S. Navy turned computer security consultant, also points to the inevitability of getting hacked. “Given time and resources,” he says, “I can crack anything.”

Cardwell, whose clients include the government of Oman, leads teams around the world that practice the digital equivalent of testing your house’s security by paying thieves to try to break in. “You use exactly the same tools, motives, techniques, everything that the malicious hacker does,” he says. “The only difference is you get authorization and permission in writing to go and carry out the attack.” Theoretically, this identifies the gaps in a security system, allowing them to get plugged before someone makes off with company emails or security keys.

Both Cardwell and Haines demonstrate the feasibility of using precisely the same skills others employ to pull pranks and steal information to make a legitimate living. They differ in their educational backgrounds: Haines is self-taught while Cardwell holds an M.Sc. in software engineering and lists an alphabet soup of acronyms on his biography like LCFE (Live Computer Forensics Expert) and QPT (Qualified Penetration Tester).

Cardwell also teaches others to think like hackers at EC-Council University. The online school offers a Master of Security Science degree that purports to prepare students for careers preventing hackers from achieving their aims. A variety of schools like New Horizons and Secure Ninja offer similar training for aspiring Dade Murphys who don’t have the time or inclination to teach themselves.

But Cardwell admits that these schools don’t provide an iron-clad guarantee of comprehensive knowledge. “The security community is terrible,” he says. “The hacking world has been much better at communicating and sharing information than we have.”

And as Haines argues, in online security the proof of the pudding ultimately lies in not letting anyone else make off with said pudding.

“You’re 100 milliseconds away from every jackass on the planet when you’re on the Internet,” he says. “You have three billion pairs of eyes looking for any sort of hole. That’s frightening and cool at the same time.”
Both Haines and Cardwell say that digital security requires thinking like a hacker. “You need to understand the attacker – not just the tools, but the mindset,” says Haines.

Out-thinking every jackass with Internet access is a tall order – one even specialists in the field can’t always meet. Witness Black and Berg Cybersecurity Consulting. The California-based firm, which bills itself as “Home of America’s Private Sector Cyber Command,” challenged hackers with a contest — whoever defaced Black and Berg’s homepage first would win $10,000 and a job with the company. Infamous hacker collective LulzSec appended “DONE, THAT WAS EASY. KEEP THE MONEY, WE DO IT FOR THE LULZ” to the contest posting shortly after.

But despite the impunity with which hackers seem to dance around so many security measures, Cardwell says a modern computer, regularly updated, does a pretty good job of keeping hackers out – provided, of course, that the user remains vigilant about where they stick their cursor. “Unless someone turns something on or clicks on something, it’s hard to hack ‘em,” he says.

People, of course, do click things and turn them on from time to time. In an age of endless passwords and security approval screens, the temptation to use the same password for multiple accounts and blindly click “yes” when your computer asks for your permission can prove too much for many, including those who should know better. The hack of security firm RSA started when an employee clicked on an Excel file attached to an email.

“People need a better bullshit filter,” says Haines. “If it’s too good to be true, it probably is. Always assume the other guy is out to screw you.”

The more people fail to make that assumption, the more high-profile hacks will take place — and the more the public notices its vulnerability, the more business ultimately winds up at the door of people like Haines and Cardwell. And while asking a digital security consultant if people pay enough attention to hacking is a bit like asking a general if the defense budget is big enough, it’s tough not to feel that the profile of hackers and those who try to stop them will only increase in the future. “The problem we have today is that information on the Internet never goes away,” says Cardwell.

“It’s always out there and we can grab it.”
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